Ms. Samantha’s PreK-8

Ms. Samantha’s campers had a fantastic time discovering what is coding and how it applies to daily life. We started off as a group trying to piece together our knowledge of coding and how we see coding in day to day life. We then made our own marble mazes with a set of directions in mind in order to show how inputs work for coding. We then all enjoyed snack and started watching A Bug’s Life together. After snack, we all worked on how to code our names with cipher. In order to do this, we all got a sheet with a way to decipher seemingly meaningless symbols, which turned out to be letters. We then took these letters and made our own name in the cipher. We then explored lunch and recess to get some energy out. After lunch we continued with our innovative new console brainstorms including the design and what features it would have. We then all took a break and stepped outside while our CITs prepared a scavenger hunt of different video game characters for us. Before we could start, we had to stretch and get into groups, but overall it was fairly difficult and very fun. To end our day, we all made catapults, and had a fuzz ball catapult dodgeball competition.